
Introduction
This is a story about my pregnancy and what it means to be a pregnant 
woman.  

I speak to you today with great pain and urgency fueled by restricting 
definitions that I did not create.  

Eleven years ago, I made an active decision to become pregnant. 

At least, at the time, I thought I was making a conscious and independent 
decision.  

However, the on-set of a high-risk pregnancy seven weeks into the first 
trimester and the potentially life-threatening risk to the fetus inside of me 
soon changed my notions of what it means to be a woman, a pregnant 
woman, and a mother.

I this talk, entitled “Contesting Maternal Ideology,” I share with you an auto-
ethnographic account of womanhood and motherhood. I do so from two 
perspectives, one from my body and one from the body of the American 
nation-state. Both perspectives are intertwined through intersectionality.

My Body
As I look back, I begin to think through my insatiable desire to participate in 
the process of procreating - becoming pregnant, having a baby, and being a 
mother.

I have become astutely cognizant that perhaps my uncontrollable urge had 
little to do with my biology, an innate need to procreate for purposes of 
symbolic immortality á la Roussèau.  

Rather, it had much more to do with fulfilling essentialized definitions of 
what it means to be a woman in America – a “real” woman whose ultimate 
role is to be a vehicle for cultural production and reproduction. 

Here, Nagel (2003) reminds us that a woman’s body is required to pass 
down traditions to subsequent generations in order to shape ideas and 
feelings about race, ethnicity, and the nation.  
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By the time I was twenty-five, I was leading an ideal-typical life not only in 
the context of American-ness, but also according to the myth of the model-
minority that plagues most South Asian-Americans.  

I was married – to a man, we purchased a home in an affluent New Jersey 
suburb, and I began my Ph.D., a third graduate degree! 

What else was there left to do? I had, after all, completed my mission as an 
American, as a Bangladeshi, and as a woman. 

But, in fact, there was something missing. I was still (implicitly) required to 
maintain and extend patriarchy within a heterosexual matrix.  

And I would be required to do so not only because my body is sexed and 
gendered, but also because I held a particular class and racial status: I am a 
healthy, over-educated, and upper-middle class South Asian-American 
woman.

This is an intersectional status much different than the pregnant single 
women of color who were used as a platform during the 1980s and 1990s to 
have politicized debates about the national HIV health crisis and how we, as 
a nation, should respond (see Zivi 2005).  

I announced to my then partner that I wanted to have a baby.  

He was ecstatic; he wanted children. (His “biological clock” was perhaps 
stronger than mine, but I am not so sure I had one to begin with.)  

Although I was pleased with his support, I was irritated that he was not 
shocked with my announcement, especially since he knew that I never 
wanted to have children!

His response was, “I knew you would come around. All women at some 
point in their lives want to have children. It’s natural.”  

Years later, his words haunt me still.  

My talk today begins to suggest that perhaps “maternal instinct” is a concept 
and that it is socially-constructed, reified over time in order to sustain 
compulsive heterosexual patriarchy.  
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As my high-risk pregnancy continued, I began losing weight drastically. 
I was weak: I was unable to lift my head, I could not walk because my 
muscles were slowly deteriorating, and relieving bodily functions by myself 
was an immense task.  

What was I feeling during my excruciatingly painful and debilitating 
pregnancy?  I wanted out! 

I wanted to rip my belly apart and take her out.

While at no fault of her own, she had stolen my dignity. 

She directly looked at me with big eyes through the imaging screen, almost 
as if she was calling out at me, “Mama, it’s me. Don’t you recognize me?” 

I looked away. 

I felt nothing emotionally when I saw her legs trying to push through the taut 
skin on my round, scarred belly, trying to kick. 

Ironically, I felt empty.
 
Why did I not ask to terminate the pregnancy? I did.  

I requested an abortion every day. My doctor persuaded me every week to 
continue with the pregnancy – to hold on a little bit longer.  

Delivering this baby was almost mandatory due to the various ways in which 
the intersections of race, class, and gender work in the U.S.  

Had I been a poor, single woman of color, I, first, perhaps would not have 
had access to the type of medical care that I had available to me, and second, 
I may not have been continually encouraged to maintain my pregnancy. 

My gendered, sexed, classed, and racialized body is controlled to extend 
Bourdieuian cultural capital, one that maintains the boundaries of the nation-
state. While, the reproduction of “welfare moms” and mothers who are HIV-
positive or infected with AIDS are often (state-) controlled in opposing ways 
for the very same purpose of upholding nationalism.  
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In other words, race, ethnicity, class, gender, and culture collide in one 
instantaneous moment – the point of conception.  

It came time to deliver a small but healthy baby girl.

Soon after pushing her out of my burning, aching, clipped, and sewn vagina, 
I held her.  

It was not until I touched my four and a half pound daughter that I felt love 
for her. 

Up until that first touch – the warmth of her extraordinarily petite flushed 
face against my sweaty cheeks and her tiny salty and slimy fingers in my 
feverishly hot mouth – I simply had no feelings of maternalism. 

I had no desire to protect her and to help her to extend her life. 

What happened?  

I do not know what happened or whether I can ever reconcile my feelings. 
The ending is less than sweet. It is, in fact, bittersweet.  

Hours after giving birth, even though my feelings towards my child 
drastically changed within moments, I was still unsure if I wanted to nurse 
her.  

I was truly uncomfortable with the idea, perhaps a function of my own fears 
about my sexuality and to protect my own selfish desires and insecurities 
around my body.  

This was yet another obstacle towards helping her to subsist. What was 
wrong with me?  What kind of mother was I?  What kind of human being 
was I?  

I am left with an unanswered question that I continue to grapple with today: 
what does it mean to be a “good” mother?
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Clearly, my experiences with my pregnancy have had a profound emotional 
impact on me, forcing me to re-think what it means to be a woman and what 
it means to be a mother – a good mother.  

The Body of the American Nation-State
The notion that maternal instinct is natural – an instinct – is haunting to me.  

I cannot shake my nervousness when both men and women comment on 
how motherhood (and nursing) is the most natural phenomenon in the world. 

I have not slept soundly since I became pregnant. 

I still wake-up in the middle of the night sweating, fearful, as my ex-
partner’s words, “It’s natural,” echo in my ears, making me feel ridiculously 
inadequate as a mother. 

I cannot imagine my life without my daughter. Her laughter is what helps me 
to wake up in the morning everyday and try to do something wonderful.  

Still, I have serious trepidations with the good/bad mother continuum 
because it does not reflect the realities of most women’s lives and it fails to 
recognize the vastness of mothering practices in the United States.  

Through the good/bad mother continuum, multiple mothering narratives 
were invoked in the debates for both support of and opposition to mandatory 
HIV testing (Zivi 2005).  

The Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resource Emergency Act of 1996 
represented support while Rebecca Denison’s congressional testimony in 
1998 was in opposition.
 
I am highly skeptical of State control of women’s bodies, but both sides 
articulate mothering as central for women and it defines women as women.  

On either sides of the health crisis debates, maternal ideology was used to 
influence laws and research agendas, and it was also used to restrict and 
punish the behavior of women, most often than not, poor women of color.  

Both camps invoked maternal ideology (good mother versus bad mother) to 
argue the same discourse: to ignore or not have maternal instincts 
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undermines the bond between mothers and infants and that in turn threatens 
the very fabric of community.

Plainly, the assumption here is that motherhood and womanhood are tightly 
linked, even when in fact many American women cannot and do not give 
birth.  

It is through the portal of mothering that the regulation of women’s bodies is 
justified.  

Conclusion
What my story begins to suggest is the very elasticity and compelling nature 
of maternal ideology. 

I argue that the assumption of naturalness of mothering behavior and the 
mother-child bond is enormously faulty.  

Maternal ideology falsely naturalizes and decontextualizes the practice of 
mothering. 

To presume that good childcare is the natural outcome of instinct, first, 
renders women as wholly responsible for the care and well-being of their 
children, and, second, it erases the practice of mothering from social and 
historical obstacles that constrain it, like poverty, racism, and affordable 
health care (Zivi 2005).

My narratives of good, bad, and redemptive motherhood highlights the 
maternal ideology - the selfless mother - invoked and deployed to regulate 
and constrain women’s bodies, and my oppositional narrative of motherhood 
requires contesting dominant ways of thinking about motherhood and 
dislodging the unthinkable. 

I end my story here defeated, lost, and struggling while simultaneously 
celebrating, triumphing, and transforming. 
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